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About This Game

It's been a long journey. In just a few days, the ark doors will open and Noah, his family & the animals will be back on dry land.
But the animals have become a bit restless and are out of their cages. Camels, giraffes, monkeys, kangaroos and more are

wandering throughout the corridors of the ark. As Noah, it's your job to regain order & get the animals to sleep until you leave
the ark. Your only tool to accomplish this is the food you brought aboard the ark. Can it be done? You bet! But how?

30 original levels.

6 feeders and 11 animal varieties.

Fully featured in game map.

Fully textured mapped environments.

Fast moving adventure for all ages!

20th Anniversary Edition

Runs natively on modern operating systems.
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High resolution rendering.

Improved, modern style controls.

Option to play with SNES scale feeders.

Steam Achievements and Cloud save.

Digitial manual with quiz guide.

Includes original DOS port.

DRM Free!
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Purchased this game based on a gameplay video on Youtube despite the poor Steam reviews. Listen to the Steam reviewers.
This game has a poor interface, awful response logic, and tends to be biased towards certain political policies. I made the
mistake of spending 4 hours playing the tutorial and a couple of scenarios. Sent a request for a refund to Steam since they say
they review each request individually but got a quick "you played more than 2 hours" denial. I hate this turd of a game and not a
big fan of Steam right now.. I believe that the style of this game, and the way the battle system is designed is really cool. its
unique and haven't seen much like it before. Its worth a try if you haven't played much card game battle styles at all. This is
exactly my kind of game! Robots, roguelike, hacking, taking over other robots. What could go wrong? Well, in its current state,
it's boring and feels unfinished. There's a lot of wasted potential here.

While there is a bit more to it than the equally disappointing and similar Endhall, once you've played the game one time, you've
seen everything it has to offer. All you're doing after that is slogging through the exact same identical levels over and over, with
the same monsters, the same powerups. You'll generally see 3 different units for quite a while, and every time you die... it's
those same three units again.

There's clearly a tier of robots too - it's not like you'll jump between them, solving puzzles, beating certain enemies, etc. No, you
just jump into the strongest robot and kill all the rest. That's it. Find the next strongest one, and then use it to kill the others. It
sounds like a great idea, but in practice it's just dull.

The "you can hack anything" mechanic should be awesome, but there's almost nothing outside of enemies to jump into. You'll
use the energy chargers a lot, but otherwise the random wall mounted items and random boxes are entirely pointless to hack.

One final issue plagues the game - you have to jump out of a robot to jump into something else, and you jump somewhat
randomly in a direction. There's also a time where you can't do another jump once you've jumped out, so rather than the core
game mechanic feeling like a smooth and rewarding experience, it's awkward and stilted and stressful every time. This is where
most of the game's difficulty lies, not in strategy and exploration, but in fighting the poor hacking controls.

This is intended to be constructive criticism. It's a brilliant concept and a great start to a great game, but this really should be in
early access. If the developer put in more content and fixed the controls, I'd give it an enthusiastic yes. In it's current state, it's
simply not worth the $10 (or the sale price).. Good funny Game. This DLC has no content.

It does not work until you manually extract it from the local game files and start the "Insanz DRTEST Home.exe" as an
administrator.
Doing only that was already more fun than the original game, so I guess this DLC scored fully at improving the experience.
If you are one of the lucky few to actually run this you will see no change to the game. I have no idea where the screenshots on
the store page are coming from, but since the game is literally unplayabe with so many glitched out parts you will not be able to
pass you would never get far enough to witness the stunning effects of the Dr.Test DLC anyways... I am pretty sure you wouldn't
even want to see them.
(If anyone can ever prove me wrong on these then I will instantly lose my faith in humanity for containing an individual actually
willing to try out InsanZ DLCs... That must really not ever happen.)

Don't wonder about the price. Since a few months ago this DLC will be add to your library for free if you purchase the standard
game alone and I doubt they will ever have to be manually purchased anytime soon again. At least that's something.

So overall this is nothing but some broken coding, but in fact still better than the game, so I rate up, whatever.. It reminds me of
my childhood. I think it was the first game I played on PC;this and Commander Keen.. Pay Paradox money so that your
crusaders actually look like crusaders on the game's map?

...

At least they look nice.... grrrrr. Easy to see why it is still in BETA. Characters turn and move really slowly which makes the
game feel clunky, and would make things too chaotic on a tv with 8 people.
Hoping they clean this game up, would be great as a party game.
Wait until final release before buying.. Its a great game if you like book and gaming. I have nothing to add just wanted to say
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thanks for making the game.. Will you ever sell Falcon 4.0 with BMS updates.
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Wtf a math game??
art is kind of poor but the game is acceptable 7\/10. Nice we game. Sit back and relax and try your luck. Go for the upgraded
weapons and avoid enemy fire, simple enough concept but can get tricky over land, air, and sea.. A great piece of software and
with the newest update. I am happy to report this has help to develop my games.. i CAN read A book without my eyes. im a low
budget drummer.. and this is helped me to make my imagination of drumming come true... Overall this game is fun but it can
get very challenging, very quickly.

If you do happen to have a few extra dollars in your account I really reccomend you should purchase this game as it is great for
it's price.
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